
           CASE STUDY

Zyston Gets MSSP-Focused  
Open XDR with Stellar Cyber

Dallas-based Zyston is a managed security services provider dedicated to providing 

businesses with a comprehensive range of end-to-end services required to build and operate 

a mature and cost-effective information security program. The company combines consulting, 

staffing, and managed security services to provide superior cyber program management.

As it grew over the years, Zyston was increasingly burdened by the effort involved in using  

a traditional SIEM to manually correlate data from multiple tools and multiple clients.  

Each new client involved a lot of onboarding work, and analyzing the data for each client  

was essentially a custom project. When XDR technology first appeared, Zyston director  

of security operations Kyle Topp saw an opportunity to streamline his operations. 

Platform Cuts Zyston Analysts’ Threat-Hunting Workload by 65% 
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Open XDR
integrates with existi ng tools and 

automati cally normalizes and 
correlates data from all of them

Effi  ciency
built-in automated response and 
multi tenancy drive ability to off er 

cost-eff ecti ve services

Streamlined  
easy to spot real threats

MSSP Focus 
multi -ti er, multi -tenant, and multi -
site controls help manage platf orm 

simultaneously for numerous clients

Too Specifi c
most platf orms focused on 
specifi c areas like SIEM and EDR

Time Wasted
SOC analysts waste ti me fl ipping 
between ti cketi ng system and SIEM

Limited  
Capabilities
other SIEM opti ons 
didn’t off er fl exibility 

Components like built-in automated response and multi-tenancy really 

drive our ability to offer cost-effective services to our clients.”

O T H E R S W I T H  S T E L L A R  C Y B E R

“...Stellar Cyber had the breadth and MSSP focus 
we were looking for with its third-party integrati ons 
and built-in multi -tenancy features.” 

“



Looking for the right kind of XDR: 
Open XDR

“We knew we needed to get into the XDR space, and we 
had a list of components we wanted to capture, but most 
platf orms focused on specifi c areas like SIEM and EDR, 
and very few are built with MSSPs in mind,” said Topp.

“We looked at some of the very fi rst vendors in the XDR 
space, but those products required us to use all their 
products,” he added. “I couldn’t go to a customer and tell 
them ‘if you choose XDR, you need to replace all your tools, 
or you’ll have limited visibility because the platf orm can’t 
consume their telemetry.’ The idea of Open XDR was like 
a light bulb going off  in my head.”

Stellar Cyber’s Open XDR platf orm integrates with existi ng 
tools and automati cally normalizes and correlates data 
from all of them. “These were criti cal features for us – 
Stellar Cyber had the breadth and MSSP focus we were 
looking for with its third-party integrati ons and built-in 
multi -tenancy features,” said Topp.

“Now, instead of a SOC analyst 

fl ipping back and forth between 

their ticketing system and their

 SIEM, they spend most of their day 

with the data and simply create and 

update tickets as an adjunct. There’s 

only a fi nite number of time that you 

can fl ip back and forth in a given day 

before you burn out.” 
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drive our ability to off er cost-eff ecti ve services to our clients. 
Now, instead of a SOC analyst fl ipping back and forth 
between their ti cketi ng system and their SIEM, they spend 
most of their day with the data and simply create and 
update ti ckets as an adjunct. There’s only a fi nite number of 
ti me that you can fl ip back and forth in a given day before 
you burn out.”

Some components of security events are very criti cal, such 
as end user data, boundary telemetry, and endpoint data, 
and they’re all well represented by vendors; but there are 
other components that aren’t captured, such as network 
telemetry and SOAR. Stellar Cyber off ers NDR and SOAR 
as part of its platf orm.

“We also wanted something that incorporated machine 
learning,” said Topp. “We felt we needed all those things 
to off er a proper defense for our clients, and we wanted a 
platf orm that had all of that in one stack. The Stellar Cyber 
platf orm checked all the boxes.”

MSSP Focus
Stellar Cyber’s multi -ti er, multi -tenant, and multi -site 
control were also key features for Zyston. “We wanted to 
be able to manage the platf orm simultaneously for all our 
clients, while sti ll being able to drill down and do things for 
specifi c tenants,” said Topp. “Being able to sit at the top 
level is crucial in stopping malware like Log4J – I can add it 
to the threat incidents at the top of the platf orm and it 
ripples through to all our clients. With a traditi onal SIEM, 

Another factor in the decision was Stellar Cyber’s outstanding 
customer service. “We wanted to work with a company that 
was a litt le bit newer than the established vendors we’d been 
working with, so we could grow together,” Topp said.

In the end, though, it was Stellar Cyber’s ability to enable far 
more effi  cient operati ons at Zyston that clinched the deal. 

“Effi  ciency of operati ons and a reduced level of eff ort drove 
our decision to go with Stellar Cyber,” he said. “Components 
like built-in automated response and multi -tenancy really 
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I needed to go to each client separately and add it, and if 
you have 50 or 200 clients, that was a real hassle. This 
saves us a lot of ti me and helps us respond more quickly 
to events as they come up.”

In fact, Zyston reviewed some labor metrics during the 
Proof of Concept with Stellar Cyber, and identi fi ed how 
much ti me its threat detecti on team spent building use 

cases and tying them to the kill chain. “That whole 
process was almost their enti re workload,” said Topp. 

“With Stellar Cyber, we’ve reduced that part of the job 
by about 60-65%. For us, it’s a growth opportunity 
because we can do more with less.”

A Solid Foundati on for Future Growth
With the Stellar Cyber platf orm, Zyston has all the tools, 
integrati ons, and automated functi ons it needs to cost-
eff ecti vely deliver outstanding security services to its 
clients. Having the Stellar Cyber Open XDR platf orm as 
the core of its SecOps center gives Zyston a fi rm foundati on 
on which to add new clients and build new future services.

We also wanted something that incorporated machine learning.” 
“We felt we needed all those things to offer a proper defense for 
our clients, and we wanted a platform that had all of that in one 
stack. The Stellar Cyber platform checked all the boxes.”

“

“With Stellar Cyber, we’ve reduced 

that part of the job by about 60-65%. 

For us, it’s a growth opportunity 

because we can do more with less.”


